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Abstract

Current composite web service development and man-
agement solutions, e.g. BPEL, do not cater for flexible and
adaptive business collaborations due to their pre-defined
and inflexible nature that precludes them accommodating
business dynamics. In this paper we propose a rule driven
approach for adaptive business collaboration development
in which rules drive and govern the development process.
We firstly introduce the Business Collaboration Context
Framework (BCCF), which provides enterprizes with the
context required for business collaboration. We then ex-
plain our model driven approach with which enterprises
can capture this context in business collaboration models.
Subsequently we demonstrate how we utilize rules to drive
the development and management of such models, as such
facilitating flexible and adaptive business collaboration.

1. Introduction

Due to globalization, intensifies competition and shifting

customer demands enterprises are under pressure to provide

business services that can adapt to changes. Recently, there

has been increasing focus on service oriented computing

(SOC) as the means to realize such flexible and adaptable

business services by utilizing existing services cross orga-

nizational boundaries. Enterprizes are able to collaborate

with other parties in a dynamic manner due to the loosely

coupled nature of web services. Unfortunately, current web

service development and management solutions including

the defacto standard BPEL4WS [9] are too narrowly fo-

cused and not capable of addressing the requirements of

business collaboration, which demand agility and dynam-

icity. In order to realize the vision of flexible and adaptive

collaborations, an enterprise needs a sophisticated environ-

ment which provides it with the means to:

1. Properly capture the requirements of business collabo-

ration:

(a) Be able to describe its private activities, i.e. its

internal business processes, in a consistent way,

i.e. in a valid manner; where both business and

technical requirements are captured and aligned
(that is, do not contradict each other).

(b) Be able to establish its business and technical col-

laboration potential based on its own position;

where the defined potential is compatible with

the enterprise’s private activities (that is, do not

conflict).

(c) Be able to specify business collaboration agree-

ments encompassing business and technical con-

ditions; where the agreements must be compati-

ble with its collaboration potential.

2. Define these different business collaboration require-

ments in a flexible and adaptive manner; that is, be able

to quickly effectuate changes while ensuring validity,

alignment and compatibility.

To provide enterprises with such an environment we ad-

vocate a rule driven approach in which rules are used to

drive and constrain business collaboration development and

management. We first introduce the context in which busi-

ness collaboration requirements are captured in section 2.

Next, in section 3 we explain how we use modeling to facil-

itate specification of these requirements. With those build-

ing blocks in place we then demonstrate how we use rules to

drive business collaboration development and management

in section 4. Finally we present our conclusions and outline

directions for future research in section 6. The reader may

find our approach to be quite detailed and complex. How-

ever, as will become clear throughout the paper, such an ap-

proach is necessary because of the overall holistic view that

is required for modeling the highly complex and dynamic

business world of business collaboration and ensuring that

all essential modeling features are included.
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To illustrate the ideas presented throughout this paper an

example inspired by the case study in [15] is used. The

example describes a complex multi-party scenario, which

outlines the manner in which a car damage claim is han-

dled by an insurance company called AGFIL. AGFIL coop-

erates with several contract parties to provide a service level

that enables efficient claim settlement. The parties involved

are Europ Assist, Lee Consulting Services, Garages and As-

sessors. Europ Assist offers a 24-hour emergency call an-

swering service to policyholders. Lee C.S. coordinates and

manages the operation of the emergency service on a day-

to-day level on behalf of AGFIL. Garages are responsible

for car repair. Assessors conduct the physical inspections

of damaged vehicles and agree repair upon figures with the

garages. 1

2. Business Collaboration Context Framework

At the heart of our approach stands the Business Collab-

oration Context Framework (BCCF) in Fig. 1. The BCCF

captures the context in which business collaboration devel-

opment and management takes place by adopting a three di-

mensional view, being aspect, level and facet. Through this

three dimensional view modularization of the definition and

management of business collaborations is achieved, as such

reducing the inherent complexity of collaborations. Here

we briefly discuss the three dimensions.

The first dimension, aspect, places emphasis on the dif-

ferent behaviors that an enterprise exhibits in business col-

laboration. The aspect dimension encompasses three types

of business collaboration behavior captured in three corre-

sponding aspects (inspired by among others [12, 19, 21]):

observable behavior between participants depicting how

they are expected to behave, exposed behavior of an indi-

vidual participant defining how it can behave, and internal

behavior of an individual participant specifying its private

activities. They are expressed in the conversation, partic-
ipant public behavior and internal business process aspect

respectively.

The second dimension, level, expresses that collabora-

tion behaviors can be observed at several layers of abstrac-

tion. In the BCCF three layers of abstraction are identified

(inspired among others by [17, 22]): the strategic level fo-

cusing on purpose and high level requirements; operational
level specifying operational activities supporting achieve-

ment of these requirements; and service level concentrating

on the realization of these operational activities via the us-

age of the services delivered by the IT-infrastructure.

The third dimension, facet, depicts the elements in a

business collaboration behavior that have different contexts

1This work has been partially funded by the Netherlands Organization

for Scientific Research (NWO)
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Figure 1. Business Collaboration Context
Framework

when observed from different levels. Five facets are dis-

tinguished (inspired by among others [10, 22]): what, who,

where, when and how facet emphasizing a structural, func-

tional, participation, geographical and temporal point of

view respectively. The facets provide a complete coverage

for each aspect at an individual level; where their seman-

tics are dependent on the specific aspect and level that they

describe (as reflected in Fig. 1).

The identified aspects, levels and facets are not indepen-

dent from one another; rather they are interrelated. For ex-

ample, the nature of a participant’s internal business pro-

cesses strongly influences the way in which it can interact

with others; whereas strategic decisions can affect opera-

tional parameters, which in turn can influence demands on

the services delivered by the IT-infrastructure. This poses

the question of how to model the context and specify the

relationships among the elements in this context.

3. Modeling the BCCF

The presented BCCF in the previous section provides us

with a three dimensional view of the business collaboration

context, modularizing collaboration development and man-

agement along the dimensions of aspects, levels and facets.

In order to actually develop and manage business collabo-

rations enterprises require a way to explicitly capture this

context. We advocate a model driven approach which is

grounded on a generic business collaboration information
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model (BCIM); where the different collaboration models

needed to describe the different business collaboration be-

haviors are expressed in terms of BCIM. In this section we

first introduce these collaboration models in subsection 3.1,

after which we explain how they are defined using BCIM in

subsection 3.2.

3.1. Models

Models provide design guidelines in terms of elements
and their relationships to capture the different aspects at

a particular level. Every model consists of five elements,

where each element captures a particular facet; i.e. for what,
how, where, who, and when facet. Each element consti-

tutes a set of logically related properties. Links connect the

elements expressing dependencies among facets; whereas

attributions capture relations among elements at different

levels and aspects.

In accordance with BCCF we have defined models for

the strategic, operational and service level. In the following

we shall briefly discuss the different models; where snippets

of exemplary models for the AGFIL application describing

an interaction between Garage Inc and Lee C.S are

illustrated in Fig. 2, showing the strategic, operational and

service representation of this interaction respectively.
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Figure 2. AGFIL Collaboration Models

The models in Fig. 2 are loosely based on UML con-

ventions. That is, in order to distinguish between elements

expressing different facets, we represent them in different

shapes in their models: what facet is shown as folded cor-

ners, how facet as rounded rectangles, who facet as oc-

tagons, where facet as plaques, and when facet as hectagons.

In the following we briefly discuss the purpose and seman-

tics of the different models and the mappings between them.

The reader is referred to [18] for more information.

At strategic level, strategic models like the AGFIL-

STM in Fig. 2 capture purpose and high level requirements

of business collaborations, akin to requirements analysis

[4, 21]. Participant public behavior aspect (all elements at

border of stakeholder like Lee C.S) specifies strategic ca-

pabilities of individual enterprises such as consume car,

whereas internal business process aspect (inside particular

stakeholders) identifies the private enterprise processes (e.g.

handle car) to realize these capabilities. When a strate-

gic agreement is made, conversation aspect (all modeling

elements external to or on boundary of stakeholders like

garage owner) defines the exchange of resources like

car repair information between enterprises.

At operational level, strategic models are concretized in

operational models. In terms of aspects, in participant pub-

lic behavior aspect (e.g. elements on border of garage
repairer) the tasks an actor can perform are depicted e.g.

get estimate (like ebCPP [13]); whereas internal busi-

ness process aspect (elements within actor) is similar to e.g.

BPML [6] or workflow [3], specifying how and when activ-

ities such as estimate repair are conducted. Conver-

sation aspect (all elements on or outside actor borders e.g.

consultant) captures operational agreements between

enterprises by defining the flow of information between ac-

tors; like specified by RosettaNet [20] or BPSS [13].

At service level, operational models are translated in ser-

vice models where specified activities are realized by ser-

vices and their operations. Resembling interface behavior

in [12], the public participant behavior aspect is captured

in models formed by elements placed on the border of in-

dividual services like car repair service depicting

offered operations (akin to e.g. WSDL [8]). Within a ser-

vice the modeling elements depict internal business process

aspect akin to orchestration; where a service internally en-

gages other services to realize its functionality (not shown

in Fig. 2). Finally, conversation aspect (the elements on

or outside the border of services) is akin to the notion of

choreography [5, 19] defining the agreed upon exchange of

messages among services.

To express the dependencies that exist between the same

aspect at different levels we employ vertical mappings.

Vertical mappings are realized by providing links between

the elements at different levels; where they are based on

the implicit links that exist between elements that describe

the same facet at different levels in the same collabora-

tion behavior. An example of this can be found in Fig. 2

where car repair information is mapped to car
repair report via a leadsTo vertical mapping; which

itself is mapped to message car repair request us-

ing an exchangedVia relation.

In a similar fashion dependencies among different types
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of aspect at the same level are made explicit using hor-

izontal mappings. Horizontal mappings define links be-

tween elements which are part of models describing differ-

ent aspects; where the mappings are grounded on the im-

plicit relations that exist among collaboration behaviors at

an individual level. For example, the communication step

consume repair information in Lee C.S inter-

nal behavior is related to the step of the same name in the

corresponding exposed behavior via a offeredAs relation-

ship; where the latter step is linked to a corresponding step

in the observable behavior via a performedAs mapping.

Lastly, in addition to definition of the functional struc-

ture of strategic, operational and service models (and their

dependencies) our modeling approach also supports specifi-

cation of non-functional requirements. Currently the mod-

els can be augmented with a wide range of assessment, pay-

ment, quality of service and security parameters in order to

specify assessment, payment, quality of service and security

requirements respectively, where these can be defined for all

different collaboration behaviors at all different levels, and

dependencies among them have been made explicit. Due to

space limitations we do not discuss these here though.

3.2. Business Collaboration Information
Model (BCIM)

In the previous subsection we introduced a wide vari-

ety of meta models and models to capture the business col-

laboration context provided by BCCF. We adopt the Busi-

ness Collaboration Information Model to express these dif-

ferent models in an uniform manner. BCIM constitutes a

set of so-called modeling description atoms to define par-

ticular models; where the meta-models are made explicit as

constraints that depict under what conditions modeling de-

scription atoms can be used. An overview of the BCIM is

provided in Fig. 3.

Modeling description atoms constitute the basic building

blocks with which we construct models to capture business

collaboration behaviors. As the figure shows there are seven

types of modeling description atom: context, element, prop-
erty, link, attribution, model and mapping. These atoms

serve the following purpose (where they are defined using a

blend of a first order logic (FOL) and set theory like nota-

tion):

1. context; identifies the position of a collaboration model

within the business collaboration context. A context

depicts a level and an aspect. Level must be equal

to ’strategic’, ’operational’ or ’service’, and aspect

equal to ’internal business process’, ’public partici-

pant behavior’ or ’conversation’). A context c is for-

mally defined as a tuple C(cl,ca,cm); where ’cl’ is

the level, ’ca’ the aspect, and ’cm’ is the reference to

the model to which the context belongs. An example

Property
name 
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value

1..n

1..n1..1

0..n

1..n1..n

Context
level

aspect
1..1

1..1

2..21..n

Element
name
type 1..1

1..n

Attribution
name
type 1..n

1..1

Model
name

0..n

1..n

Link
name
type

Mapping
name

Figure 3. Business Collaboration Information
Model

is C(strategic,conversation,AGFIL-STM
representing the AGFIL-STM describing the strategic

agreement between Garage Inc and Lee C.S.

2. element; represents a facet of a collaboration be-

havior, i.e. what, how, who, where, and when

facet. An element has a uniquely identifying name

and a type. The element type reflects the kind of

facet being represented. Each element has one

or more properties. An element e is formally de-

fined as E(en,et,em); where ’en’ is the name of the

model, ’et’ the type, and ’em’ the model reference.

E(supplyRepairInformation,step,AGFIL-STM
expresses the supply repair information
step performed by Garage Inc in AGFIL-STM.

3. property; defines a characteristic of an element, en-

riching the description of a facet. Each prop-

erty has a name, type and value. The name pro-

vides an unique identifier, whereas the type reflects

the kind of characteristic being defined (which can

be both functional and non-functional in nature);

and value defines the value of the property. A

property p is formally defined as P(pn,pt,pv,pe,pm);

where ’pn’ is the name of the property, ’pt’ the

type, ’pv’ the value, ’pe’ the element reference,

and ’pm’ the model reference. To illustrate, in or-

der to indicate that car repair information
must be protected against modification the property

P(myProp,modification,true,
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carRepairInformation,AGFIL-STM) can be

specified.

4. link; expresses connections between elements be-

longing to the same model. Links have a name

and type. The name is for identification purposes,

whereas the type indicates the kind of relationship

being established. A link l is formally defined as

L(ln,lt,lso,lta,lm); where ’ln’ is the name of the link,

’lt’ the type, ’lso’ the source element, ’lta’ the target

element and ’lm’ the model reference. For example,

L(myLink,responsibleFor,
garageRepairer,supplyRepairInformation,
AGFIL-STM conveys that garage repairer is

responsible for performing supply repair
information, as stipulated in the agreement model

AGFIL-STM.

5. attribution; specify relations between elements from

different models. An attribution has a name and

type. The name gives an unique label to the attri-

bution; the type signifies the kind of attribution de-

fined. An attribution can be ’vertical’ in nature link-

ing elements from models at different levels, or ’hor-

izontal’ connecting elements from models at differ-

ent behaviors. An attribution a is formally defined

as A(an,at,aso,ata) where ’an’ is the name of the at-

tribution, ’at’ the attribution type, ’aso’ the source

element, and ’mta’ the target element. Mapping

A(at,leadsTo,carRepairInformation,
carRepairReport defines such an attribution, stat-

ing that car repair information leads to car
repair report.

6. model: represents a collaboration model e.g.

AGFIL-STM. A collaboration model has a name, and

constitutes one or more elements, properties and links.

A collaboration model CM is formally defined as

CMlabel: c ∩ ES ∩ PS ∩ LS, i.e. the conjunction of a

context c, a set of elements ES, a set of properties PS

and a set of links LS; where these sets are themselves

defined as:

ES: a set of elements defined as {e0...en}.

PS: a set of properties defined as {p0...pn}.

LS: a set of links defined as {l0...ln}.

7. mapping: defines a mapping between two models

such as the conversation models in AGFIL-STM and

AGFIL-OPM. A mapping has a name, and consists of

a collection of attributions. A mapping MAP is for-

mally defined as MAP: CM1 ∩ CM2 ∩ AS, i.e. the

conjunction of two models CM1 and CM2, and the set

of attributions AS; where AS is defined as {a0...an}.

Due to its generic nature BCIM provides a very rich and

expressive modeling language to capture business collabo-

ration behaviors; encompassing a wide variety of models

proposed in literature including but not limited to BPML

[6], WSDL [8], BPEL4WS [9], and BPSS [13]. Moreover,

as we will demonstrate in the next section it allows us to use

rules to drive and control the development and management

of collaboration models in a generic manner.

4. Rule Driven Business Collaboration Devel-
opment and Management

In section 3 we explained our model driven approach

enabling enterprise to capture their different collaboration

behaviors and dependencies between them. However, the

model development process will be too tedious and com-

plex for enterprises to do manually; especially when they

want to be able to verify and validate the alignment and

conformance of the models developed. Therefore we pro-

pose to use a rule driven mechanism, where the usage of

rules is twofold in nature: 1) we use so-called management
rules to drive the design of models to achieve flexibility and

adaptability; and 2) we use construction rules to verify and

maintain the validity, alignment, and compatibility of de-

signed models.

4.1. Management Rules

Management rules express the peculiarities, originality

and values of individual enterprises. Management rules are

specific to particular business collaborations, and can be

categorized along the three dimensions in BCCF [18]. Ex-

ample rules are ”All customers with status ’special’ get a

20% discount”, ”The availability rate of a money transfer

order operation must be higher than 95% between 09.00 am

and 5.00 pm”, and ”The sales price of a product must at

least be 150% of its production cost”.

Interpreted in the context of modeling, management

rules represent all business collaboration requirements that

are likely to be subject to change. By externalizing these

requirements the design of models is made flexible as rules

can be administered to incorporate dynamic requirements.

Furthermore, enterprises can chain these rules and use them

for making complex decisions and diagnoses; as well as

tailor them to handle different scenarios. Business collab-

oration is also made adaptable as enterprises can manage

changes to collaboration designs with minimum disruption

by redefinition of their rules.

For example, suppose Garage Inc has a rule defined

saying that ”All car repair reports concerning repairs esti-

mated higher than $500 must be sent confidentially”. Now,

every time Garage Inc is about to send car repair
report to Lee C.S this rule will be administered if the
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repair cost exceeds the threshold; i.e. a diagnose and deci-

sion is made, depicted in the model and subsequently exe-

cuted. In addition, if Garage Inc wants to change this

requirement, then it simply redefines the rule and it is effec-

tuated.

To maximize the degree of flexibility and adaptability

management rules are associated with individual modeling

description atoms; and are expressed in terms of these

atoms as first order logic (FOL) material implications.

Formally a rule r is defined as:

rlabel: c1 σ e0 σ ... σ ek σ p0 σ ... σ pl σ l0 σ ... σ lm
σ a0 σ ... σ am → p; representing a property individual

construction rule named ’label’ with k,l,m > 0; and σ ∈ {∧
∨ �} are standard logical operators

stating that a rule is divided into conditions and conclusions
before and after the → respectively; where the conditional

part constitutes a series of conjunctive, weak disjunctive or

strong disjunctive statements of modeling description atoms

(optionally grouped using ’(’ and ’)’, and where statements

can be negated using ¬); and the conclusion part consists

of a single, non-negated atom identifying with which atom

the rule is associated. Conditions can refer to any atom,

be it in the same model, in a model at different level, or in a

model at different aspect. This allows the specification of an

atom to be dependent on any other atom within a business

collaboration design.

A simple example is rG−modification (where the ’G-’

reflects the fact that it is a goal, i.e. a rule at strategic level):

rG−modification: E(carRepairInformation,resource) →
P(ModProp,modification,true,carRepairInformation)

which states a rule belonging to properties of type ’modi-

fication’ of element car repair information, as it

affects their definition; where the rule depicts that if there

is an element named carRepairInformation of type

’resource’ its property ’modification’ must be set to ’true’;

where ModProp is a placeholder for actual property names

indicated by the capital letter.

By defining management rules like rG−modification en-

terprises can capture their dynamic requirements, and ad-

minister the resulting rules to flexibly and adaptably spec-

ify each atom. This in turn allows enterprises to flexibly

and adaptably combine atoms in more complex structures;

giving them the means to for example define rules gov-

erning the exchange of car repair information,

controlling the monitoring and logging of the estimate
reported event, and guide the pricing of operation send
estimate, is offered. Ultimately this endows enterprises

to design models in a flexible and adaptive manner, i.e. cap-

ture their business collaboration behaviors

A point of concern regarding the above is that en-

terprises will want to ensure that their designs properly

capture all business collaboration requirements including

the dynamic ones. For this purpose we introduce the notion

of conformance, where we say that a model is conform its

management rules if: 1) every modeling decision following

from the management rules has been made, i.e. the model

is complete; and 2) every modeling decision made can be

justified by the rules, i.e. the model is minimal. This is

formalized using model-theoretic semantics [16]:

Model Conformance: A model MS is conform to its set

of management rules RSMSM , denoted as MS |= RSMSM

(i.e. MS models RSMSM ), if it is complete and minimal:

1. complete: ∀r ∈ RSMSM with r: c1 σ e0 σ ... σ ek σ p0

σ ... σ pl σ l0 σ ... σ lm → a, if (c1 σ e0 σ ... σ ek σ
p0 σ ... σ pl σ l0 σ ... σ lm) true in MS, then a ∈ MS.

2. minimal: ∀a ∈ MS there exists a rule r in ∈ RSMSM

with r: c1 σ e0 σ ... σ ek σ p0 σ ... σ pl σ l0 σ ... σ lm
→ a, and (c1 σ e0 σ ... σ ek σ p0 σ ... σ pl σ l0 σ ... σ
lm) true in MS.

which essentially states that 1) for each management rule

in RSMSM if its conditions are true in the model, its con-

clusion must be true as well; and 2) for every atom in the

model there must be a management rule in RSMSM that can

justify its presence and characteristics. As such, the com-

bination of management rules and the conformance mech-

anism allows enterprises to design models in a flexible and

adaptable manner; whereas at the same time they can verify

that their designs accurately reflect all their business collab-

oration requirements. Note: due to space limitations we do

not provide detailed definitions here about the definition of

model-theoretic truth for when exactly the conditions of a

rule are true in a model.

4.2. Construction Rules

Construction rules reflect knowledge about the business

collaboration domain. They are generic in nature, that is,

applicable to all business collaborations. Construction rules

can be found throughout the business collaboration context

just like management rules [18]. Examples include that

”each step must be decomposed into at least one task”, ”two

tasks can not be dependent on each other”, and ”a mapping

from a task requiring authentication to an operation not ca-

pable of doing so is not feasible”.

Construction rules are used to govern the development

and management of business collaboration models. The

construction rules define the boundaries in which models

can be developed and managed, where as such they can be

employed to design models in a valid, aligned and compat-

ible manner. That is, enterprises are able to verify that their
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designs are complete and correct (i.e. syntactically sound),

and consistent (i.e. semantically sound). In addition, this

knowledge can be updated to incorporate changes, or ex-

panded to include new details.

To exemplify, the rule ”two tasks can not be depen-

dent on each other” ensures that Garage Inc can not

design its internal business process model in such a man-

ner that deadlock situations occur. To assure that supply
repair information is properly operationalized (i.e.

mapped to at least one task, being report estimate in

Fig. 2) the earlier mentioned rule ”each step must be decom-

posed into at least one task”. Similarly, the rule ”the price of

an operation as offered to others must always be higher than

its internal cost” prevents Lee C.S from asking a lower

price for manage claim than it internally costs to sup-

port this operation.

Construction rules are defined in a similar manner

as management rules. That is, they are associated with

individual modeling description atoms and grounded on

these atoms as first order logic material implications. As

such, both management and construction rules are specified

in an uniform manner. An example of a construction rule

is rV MPR−modificationMapping (where VMPR stands for

vertical mapping rule), which ensures that for all resources

that require modification protection, all documents com-

municated to realize exchange of these resources must use

some form of integrity mechanism, defined as:

rV MPR−modificationMapping: E(X,resource)

∧ P(modification,false,X) ∧ E(Y,document) ∧
A(leadsTo,X,Y) →¬ P(integrity,Z,Y)

which conveys that if a resource X is mapped to a doc-

ument Y, ’modification’ is set to false for the resource

and no property of type ’integrity’ is defined, then a map-

ping conflict exists (where X,Y and Z are place holders

for actual values, i.e. variables). Note that the difference

with a management rule such as rG−modification is that

rV MPR−modificationMapping contains more variables mak-

ing it more generic in nature.

Through enforcement of construction rules during

design enterprises are able to develop and manage

the specification of modeling description atoms in a

valid, aligned and compatible manner. This allows

them to create more complex structures by combining

atoms, where their validity, alignment and compatibil-

ity can be ensured. To illustrate, using rG−modification

and rV MPR−modificationMapping Garage Inc and Lee
C.S will be able to verify the validity of security re-

quirements of car repair information; and ensure

that car repair information and car repair
report are aligned. Enterprizes can verify their complete

models and mappings in the same way.

Formally the notions of validity, alignment and compat-

ibility can be defined in terms of the earlier introduced con-

formance; where depending on the verification to be done a

model must be conform a different set of construction rules.

As such, enterprises can employ a single mechanism at their

disposal to design and manage business collaboration de-

signs in a flexible and adaptive manner; whilst at them same

time they are assured that these designs are valid, aligned

and compatible. Note that because of space limitations we

do not provide formalizations here.

5. Related Work

When it comes to service composition and business col-

laboration in general, most work has focused on develop-

ment without taking adaptability into too much considera-

tion. Current solutions like BPEL [9] and ebXML BPSS

[13] are pre-determined and pre-specified, have narrow ap-

plicability and are difficult to reuse and manage. The same

applies to works from academia like from workflow [3],

system development [4, 21] and enterprise modeling [22].

Relevant work in [2] describe a generic mechanism for

defining WS-Policy based policies, but only web service

based rule specification is supported. [1] describes a way

to establish WS-Agreements between service providers and

requesters, but business and technical details are mixed. [7]

presents a web service management architecture, however,

its metrics cannot capture high level business requirements.

[23] describes the rule inference framework DYflow, but

there is no real separation between technical and business

rules.

In comparison our work provides a systematic way of

modeling the business collaboration context, where the ba-

sic elements and aspects for different level of abstraction are

specified for business collaboration development in terms of

models. The development and management of these models

are governed and controlled by the management and con-

struction rules.

6. Conclusions

Current standards in business collaboration design, due

to their pre-defined and inflexible nature, are precluded

from accommodating business dynamics. The challenge is

thus to provide a solution in which business collaboration

development and management can be done in an flexible

and adaptive manner.

In this paper we presented a rule driven approach for

business collaboration development. We briefly introduced

the Business Collaboration Context Framework (BCCF),

which provides a highly modularized context for business

collaboration development and management; and showed
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how this context can be captured via a model driven ap-

proach. Based on these two building blocks we then ex-

plained how we use management and construction rules to

make development and management flexible and adaptive,

and at the same time ensure the validity, alignment and com-

patibility of business collaborations models.

Note that due to space limitations we only outlined the

essentials of the rule driven approach and focused on its us-

age to control model development and management. The

approach also facilitates the partial automation of develop-

ment and management. Work for future research will fore-

most be focused on implementation of the described ap-

proach, where this is currently under way in the form of

a prototype called Icarus. Concurrently, we strive to ex-

tend the support for non-functional properties e.g. to in-

clude transactional semantics, billing alternatives, delivery

conditions, and so on.
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